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TROWELTIPS

Tuckpointing
Tuckpointing, also termed "repointing" or '"pointing" is the
replacement of cutout or defective mortar joints with new
mortar. There are two basic reasons why tuckpointing may
be necessary: (1) leaks through the mortar joints and (2)
deterioration of joints. Properly executed, tuckpointing will
produce a weather resistant wall and help to preserve the
structural integrity and the appearance of the masonry.
If a wall is being repointed to improve its resistance to
water penetration,it is recommended that all mortarjoints be
repointed. Minutecracksthat could passavisual inspection
might still allow moisture to pass through the masonry.
Before the start of any tuckpointing intended to produce
weathertight masonry, a thorough inspectionof allflashings,
lintels, roofing, sills,andcaulkedjointsshould bemade. Any
defects in these components that may contribute to water
penetration of building walls must be corrected.
If it is obvious that water is leaking through only specific
cracks or a section of the masonry, it may be sufficient to
repoint only the mortar joints in the vicinity of the leakage.

1/2 the total depth of the joint. Shallow (Fig. 2) or furrowshaped (Fig. 3) joints are not acceptable.
The method employed to remove mortar should be compatible with the existing masonry. For soft and crumbly
mortars, a hooked mortarrakemay bequiteefficient. Where
mortar is harder, a hammer and plugging chisel or a power
grinder may be required. A grinder with an abrasive blade
is usually more efficient than hand chiseling for cutting out
defective mortar, but requires intense concentration and
control to avoid damaging the units. All loose particles must
be removed from the joint. An air jet or a water stream is
effective for that purpose.
The joints should be dampened to reduce absorption of
waterfromthefreshly placed mortar. However,free standing
water on the joint or unit surfaces will impair bond. Avoid
extensivewettingof concrete masonry units before or during
tuckpointing, sincesaturated concrete masonrvunitsshrink
as they dry.

Preparation of Joints

Foremost among the factors that contribute to good mortar
isthequality ofthe mortaringredients. Thefollowing material
specifications of the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)or the CanadianStandardsAssociation (CSA)
are applicable:
Masonry cement - ASTM C91 (Type N), CSA A8 CAN/
CSA-A8-M
Portland cement -ASTM C150 (Types I, IA, 11, HA, 111,or
MA), CAN/CSA-A5-M (Type 10 Normal)
Blended hydraulic cement - ASTM C595 [Types IS, ISA, IP. IP-A, I(PM), or I(PM)-A]. CAN/CSA-A362-M
(TY pe 10s)
Hydrated lime for masonry purposes - ASTM C207
(Types S , SA. N, or NA)'
Quicklime for structural uses (for making lime putty) ASTM C5
Sand - ASTM C144, CSA Standard A82.56M
For mortar joints that are less than the conventional3/8 in.
(lomm) inthickness, 100%ofthesand should passtheNo.
8 (2.5 mm) sieve and 95% the No. 16 (12 5 mm) sieve.
Ifonlyportionsofawallarerepointed. thecolorand texture
of new mortar should closely match that of the old mortar by
careful selection and proportioning of mortar ingredients.
Admixtures should not be used unless specified.

Mortarjointsshould becutouttoaclepthofatleast5/8in.(16
mm), and in all cases the depth of mortar removed should
be at least as great as the thickness of the mortar joint (see
Fig. 1). If the mortar is unsound, the joint should be cut
deeper until only sound material remains, but not more than
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Fig. 1. Properly prepared joint.

Fig. 2. lmpropertly prepared joint
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Fig. 3. Improperly prepared joint furrow should be eliminated.
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Mortar Ingredients

Tuckpointing mortar should have a compressive strength
equal to or less than that of the original mortar or should
contain approximately the same proportions of ingredients
as the original mortar. Recommended mortar types are
shown in Table 1. Masonry applications with structural
concernsor severefrost or environmentalexposure (suchas
' Types N and NA lime may be used only if tests OP performance records
show that these limes are not detrimental to the soundness of mopta~.

Type of service
Interior
Exterior, above grade, and
exposed on one side.
Unlikely to be frozen when
saturated, and not exposed
to high wind or significant
lateral load
Eiterior. other than above

Mortar type (ASTM C270)'
Recommended
Alternative
0
NorK**
0
N or K

N

Otor mortar type based on
Gtpuctllral or durability
concerns

Fig. 4. Properly filled joint - pointing mortar
compacted in layers.

Fig. 5. Improperly filled joint - contains voids.

Tooling Mortar Joints
Tooling compacts the mortar to a dense surface with good
durability. For weathertight construction, all mortar joints
should be tooled to a concave or V shape. These shapes are
recommended because they do not allow water to rest on the
joint and they result in themortar being pressed against both
lower and upper masonry units. This reduces weathering
and helps ensure maximum bond between the mortar and
the masonry units.
Beaded, raked, flush, struck, and weathered joints can be
used for decorative effects, but are not recommended for
maximum weathertightness and durability. They can be
satisfactorily used for interior work and for exterior work
when the masonry is protected from the elements or located
in climates that do not impose extremely low temperature or
water saturation.

Curing and Cleaning
The cementitious materials in mortar require moisture to
develop proper strength. The mixing water in the mortar will
usually provide this necessary moisture. However, freshly
placed mortar should be protected from the sun and drying
winds. With severe drying conditions, it may be necessary
to cover the masonry structure with plastic sheeting or use
a fine water-fog spray on clay masonry for about 4 days to
reduce evaporation of water from the mortar.
If repointing work is carefully executed, there will be little
excess mortar to clean from the walls. Remove most mortar
particles with a soft bristle brush after the mortar has dried
but not hardened. Any hardened mortar that remains can be
scraped off with a piece of a similar masonry unit or a
wooden paddle. After the mortar has cured, additional
cleaning may be performed with water and a stiff brush, if
needed. Cleaning with acid solutions or masonry cleaning
solutions should be used only as a last resort and with
extreme caution. Improper cleaning can quickly destroy the
benifits sought by performing the tuckpointing.

This publication is intended SOLELY for use by PROFESSIONAL
PERSONNEL who are competent to evaluate the significance and
limitations of the information provided herein, and who will accept
total responsibility for the application of this information. The Portland
Cement Association DISCLAIMS any and all RESPONSIBILITY and
LIABILITY for the accuracy of and the application of the information
contained in this publication to the full extent permitted by law.
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